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Trouble in Science*
Global context rife with
• inequity
• diverse and often problematic incentive systems
• control by / dependence on inscrutable companies and infrastructures
• various forms of discrimination
• lack of accountability and public trust
• a short-term understanding of scientific, political and economic benefits

* ..and well beyond of course!! But let’s zoom in on the world of research for now..

Is moving to ”open” a solution?
“a new approach to the scientific
process based on cooperative work
and new ways of diffusing
knowledge by using digital
technologies and new collaborative
tools.. [..] .. sharing and using all
available knowledge at an earlier
stage in the research process”
Carlos Moedas, Open Innovation, Open Science,
Open to the World (2015)

Open Data: The Central Challenge
• Data play a key role and exemplify key challenges:
• new prominence as research outputs
•
•
•
•

recognised as valuable in their own right
mobility and re-use are central to data value
relation to articles (and related credit) is being redefined
serious issues with quality and with responsible dissemination

• responsible data management could foster:
• post-COVID global transformation of research and its role in decision-making
• equitable participation in the creation of knowledge, through data stewardship that is
transparent, subject to scrutiny and grounded on a commitment to justice and fairness
• rethinking of policy, funding, evaluation and practice of science systems

• Under which conditions can this work?

Consider the pandemic
• Unassailable demonstration of the value of OS?
• Acceleration of discovery (e.g. Open Access shift)
• Revindication of value of big OS platforms
• USA: “COVID for you” initiative
• International: RDA COVID-19 Working Group
• UK
• Open Data from UK Office for National Statistics; SAIL; “Data Loch” repository of all routine health
and social care data for the Edinburgh and South East Scotland Region; CHESS (Covid-19
Hospitalisation in England Surveillance System) adapted from the UK Severe Influenza Surveillance
System by Public Health England

• Existing activist networks around specific diseases
• E.g. EULAR COVID-19 Database established to capture how rheumatology conditions and
their treatment affected the risk of and severity of COVID-19

Consider the pandemic
• But unassailable success this is not!
• Huge technical “sharing” issues (data, models, software etc)
• Lack of clarity over rights and obligations pertaining to “sharing”
• Lack of consultation and collaboration with relevant communities
and disciplines
• Large-scale exploitation of data accumulated on and through
patients from around the world
• Polemics on data governance and access, esp. transnationally

Consider the pandemic
• Turing Report on “data readiness” (June 2021):
• UK (like many other countries) woefully unprepared in data infrastructures
• lots of unusable medical data due to lack of metadata and appropriate domain
expertise
• international data sharing (e.g. from Northern Italy) proved essential

• The debate around GISAID platform:
•
•
•
•

Set up to share influenza genomic data securely and responsibly
Grounded on database agreement governing access and re-use of data
Fostered trust and exchange over SARS-COV-2 data
Attacked for “not being open enough” by prominent Global North researchers
(Nature, Jan 2021) and Leopoldina report (Febr 2021), among others

The Challenges of Open Data
¡ Forging tools for unregulated mass surveillance of
human behavior at individual as well as community levels
¡ Expanding existing divides and silencing knowledge from low-resourced
environments and ‘unfashionable’ topics
¡ Privileging re-use: what does it mean for creativity and innovation?
¡ Eroding expertise and centuries-old methodological wisdom: ‘anything
online goes’
¡ Eroding trust and credibility of science: exponential growth of
opportunities for marketing “alternative facts”
¡ Producing unreliable knowledge that does not help to tackle urgent social
challenges
(Leonelli 2016; Bezuidenhout et al 2017; Leonelli 2018, 2019; Beaulieu & Leonelli 2021)

From Theory to Practice
• Opening new spaces, challenging traditional communication
channels and power structures, encouraging participation
“from below”…
• .. or reinforcing conservatism, bias, exclusion, discrimination
and inequity?
• The proof is in the pudding… in this case, implementation
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Dilemmas for Data Sharers
1. evaluation and credit systems
2. diversity in research cultures
3. costs and accountabilities
4. skills and training
5. intellectual property regimes
6. diversity and applicability of legal frameworks
7. semantic ambiguity
8. ethical concerns
9. high resource bias
10.infrastructural inequity and discrimination

Data sharing requires hard thinking
• Trying to make data scrutinizable and re-usable, while
remaining mindful of their social and political value
• No, data are not neutral facts..

• Important to investigate reasons for mistrust
• how to interpret collaboration and co-authorship
• downstream data use
• Open Data as strong expectation and yet difficult given
existing inequities

• Community engagement & regular debate over what
counts as “public benefit”
• Research design is key

OS needs to be a platform for critical,
informed and inclusive debate
• Shape OS policies and practices around consultation across
diverse perspectives
• Quality criteria for all research components are communityspecific and value-laden
• Variability in research conditions needs to be studied and
integrated into OS governance, infrastructures and mechanisms
for responsible sharing

• Distribute burdens associated with OS implementation
• Recognize inequity of global research landscape and urgency of
decreasing the digital and resource divide
• Foster research that documents such inequity and its
implications (social science & humanities)

• OS needs to promote dialogue on what counts as science,
scientific infrastructures and scientific governance, and
how results should be credited and disseminated

Thank you for your attention!
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• Upcoming 2021: Beaulieu & Leonelli Data
and Society: A Critical Introduction. SAGE.
• Upcoming 2022: Leonelli The Philosophy of
Open Science. Cambridge University Press.

Conclusions: Can Open Science Help With..
• Loss of research excellence and long-term reliability
• Increase of burden on (young) researchers
• Loss of access to publicly funded research outputs
• Disconnection between knowledge production and social role of
research
• Disincentive to international and interdisciplinary collaboration
• Undermining of humanities and social sciences
• Stronghold of corporate infrastructures over research
• Increasing divide between high-resourced and low-resourced
environments
• Lack of transparency and credibility, public trust

Conclusions: A Bad Scenario
• Loss of research excellence and long-term
reliability
• Increase of burden on researchers
• Loss of access to publicly funded research
outputs
• Disconnection between knowledge production
and social role of research
• Disincentive to international and
interdisciplinary collaboration
• Undermining of humanities and social sciences
• Stronghold of corporate infrastructures over
research
• Increasing divide between high-resourced and
low-resourced environments (within and
beyond research)
• Lack of transparency and credibility, public trust

Loss of creativity and increased bureaucracy
¡ OS demands piled on top of existing reward&
evaluation system
¡

Loss of freedom to publish
¡ Continuing disconnection between knowledge
production and social role of research
¡

¡

Diversity of OS measure act as disincentive to
international and interdisciplinary collaboration

¡

Even worse undermining of humanities and social
sciences

¡

Further entrenchment of corporate grip

¡

Continuing increase of divide between highresourced and low-resourced environments

¡

Lack of understanding, public trust; opinion vs
evidence

Conclusions: A Good Scenario
• Loss of research excellence and long-term
reliability
• Increase of burden on researchers
• Loss of access to publicly funded research
outputs
• Disconnection between knowledge production
and social role of research
• Disincentive to international and
interdisciplinary collaboration
• Undermining of humanities and social sciences
• Stronghold of corporate infrastructures over
research
• Increasing divide between high-resourced and
low-resourced environments (within and
beyond research)
• Lack of transparency and credibility, public trust

¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

Increased excellent and creativity
Sustainable free access with no charge to
authors
Stronger links between knowledge
production and social role of research
Strong incentives to international and
interdisciplinary collaboration
Refocusing on humanities and social
sciences as crucial to OS
Regulation of corporate infrastructures,
corsortia of public and private funders
Fostering research in low-resourced
environments (within and beyond research)
Increased engagement and public trust

